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General Summary
J LaRue Services. LLC
18122 Cadbury Dr.
Houston Texas, 77084
281-831-0063
Customer
James LaRue
Address
911 Sample Cir .
Happy Land Texas 0000001
The following items or discoveries indicate that these systems or components do not function as intended or adversely
affects the habitability of the dwelling; or warrants further investigation by a specialist, or requires subsequent
observation. This summary shall not contain recommendations for routine upkeep of a system or component to keep it in
proper functioning condition or recommendations to upgrade or enhance the function or efficiency of the home. This
Summary is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of concern to the customer. It is
recommended that the customer read the complete report.

I. Structural Systems
B.

Grading and Drainage
Inspected, Deficient
The following defects were noted
Negative drainage was found to be present at or around the residence at the time of this inspection. Soil levels in
conjunction with the foundation were found to not provide the necessary clearance or exposure. 4 to 6 inches of
foundation exposure should be present. Deficiency.
1. Gutters along the exterior of the residence were found to be in need of repair and servicing. Leaky seams,
rusted areas and gutters that are full of pine needle and leaf debris were all found to be present at the time of
this evaluation. Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)
2. Fascia and soffit were found to be damaged due to moisture. This damage was found to be present within
the atrium area on the left side rear. This damage is due to leaky and clogged gutters within this area.
Deficiency...Item 2(Picture)
3. A section of gutters within the atrium area was found to be damaged due to trees which are in close
proximity to the structure. Tree limbs in this area have pushed up against the gutter. I recommend that this
tree be considered for removal and that all needed or necessary repairs be applied to both gutter and
structure. Deficiency....
4. A section of gutter on the rear left corner of the structure (garage) was found to be in need of repair. The
downspout in this area is discharging on the fence line and for this reason fencing is rotted out. Additionally,
guttering within this area was found have rust spots and may need to be replaced or repaired.
Deficiency...Item 3(Picture)
5. Gutter downspouts in all locations were found to be in need of repair. Downspouts are loose from the
structure (missing strapping). Additionally, downspouts are missing elbows and splash blocks associated
with these downspouts should be turned in the opposite direction so the closed end faces forward - this is
intended to defuse water and limit erosion at and around these splash blocks. Deficiency...Item 4(Picture)
6. High soil and negative drainage were found to be present within the atrium area at the time of this
evaluation. I recommend that this area be evaluated for a grading and drainage correction as standing water
may be a problem in times of heavy rain. It should be noted that there is an area drain within this area.
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However, trees and other obstructions are present which may limit or slow water drainage within this area.
Deficiency....Item 5(Picture)
C.

Roof Covering Materials
Inspected, Deficient
The roof covering was found to have the following defects and should be inspected by a reputable roofing
company for either repair or replacement.
The following defects were noted
Roof covering was found to be well past midlife. Significant granular loss was noted throughout the roof covering.
There was evidence of damaged shingles, edge curl, and aged roof jacks.
1. Roof jacks are in need of repair, caulking around vent piping is aged and separating, and nail heads are
exposed in support of the roof jacks. Deficiency. Item 1(Picture)
2. Loose and damaged shingles were found to be present in the following locations (Rear right of garage):
Deficiency.
3. Chafing of shingles were found to be present along the front of the residence. This would suggest the tree
branches have rubbed up against the structure at some point in time and knocked off or removed granules.
Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
4. Missing drip edge and lifted shingles were found to be present along the rear right of the structure.
Deficiency...Item 3(Picture)
5. An active roof leak was found to be present at and around roof jacks. Deficiency. Item 4(Picture)- Item 5
(Picture)

D.

Roof Structures and Attics
Inspected, Deficient
J LaRue Services does not inspect attics for the following items: squirrels, chipmunks, raccoons, rodents,
bees, cockroaches, wasps, birds, or any other unwanted pests that may have taken up residence within the attic
space. If visible evidence is available during the course of the inspection the inspector may opt to convey his
findings. This should not be misconstrued in any way as a pest inspection. It is a limited evaluation only and is
based solely on visible evidence. J LaRue Services strongly suggests that all attics be evaluated by a qualified pest
company who can provide an unbiased opinion as to whether an infestation is present or not. J LaRue Services
does not move or remove insulation during the course of an inspection. It does not move or remove personal
belongings or any other item which may obstruct visual evidence. J LaRue Services evaluates those areas within
the attic which are accessible and visible only.
Attic framing - Framing support in this residence was installed at a time when cedar shake roofs were
being used. Limited support at main ridge beams, purling struts without stiff backing, and undersized purling
bracing are all common in this vintage of residence. I recommend that this framing be updated to meet today's
current code at the next roof covering change. Until this time, roof rafters should be inspected regularly to ensure
additional support is not needed.
The following defects were noted
1. Depression - what appears to be a depression within the roof decking was found to be present along the rear
of the garage. This may be due to limited support within this area and it is recommended that all necessary
corrections or repairs be applied at the next roof covering replacement. Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)
2. Limited decking was found to be present to the mechanicals in the attic accessible by the secondary
bathroom at front of the residence. Deficiency....

SECTION M1305 APPLIANCE ACCESS
M1305.1 Appliance access for inspection service, repair and replacement. Appliances shall be accessible for
inspection, service, repair and replacement without removing permanent construction, other appliances, or any
other piping or ducts not connected to the appliance being inspected, serviced, repaired or replaced. A level
working space at least 30 inches deep and 30 inches wide (762 mm by 762 mm) shall be provided in front of the
control side to service an appliance. Installation of room heaters shall be permitted with at least an 18-inch
working .
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3. Attic insulation was found to be in need of evaluation for repair and/or additional blown insulation within the
ceiling areas. Vertical batt insulation in several locations has come loose from the walls and is in need of repair.
Compression has taken place within the blown insulation and additional blown insulation may help with energy
efficiency within the structure. Deficiency....
E.

Walls (Interior and Exterior)
Inspected, Deficient
This residence was evaluated using FLIR thermal imaging equipment. No active leaks were found to be present at
the time of this inspection. However, water staining was noted in one of the two master closets, the ceiling area
within the rear bedroom and along the bottom of the wall at the exterior left of the garage door side entry. At the
time of this inspection these areas all tested normal for moisture. However, active leaks may be present within
these areas and for this reason I'm recommending that they be properly evaluated and all needed or necessary
repairs be applied.
The following defects were noted
1. Damage sheet rock was found to be present along the left-hand side of the garage. Two holes were found to
be present within this area. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)
2. Open sheet rock was found to be present at the rear left wall in support of the garage door rail. I recommend
that you consult with the seller in regards to the reason behind this opening. Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
3. Interior walls above the sliding glass door leading to the atrium within the living room area were found to
have settlement cracks. These cracks appear to be cosmetic in nature. At the time of this evaluation no
adverse differential settlement was noted within this area in either doors or windows. However, these areas
should be monitored and in the event of visible movement should be evaluated by qualified personnel. I
recommend that all needed and necessary repairs be applied to sheet rock. Deficiency...
4. The exterior brick wing wall at the rear right of the structure was found to have loose and missing brick along
the top leading edge of the wall. Additionally, the wall cap or mortar cap within this area is missing.
Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)
5. Damaged exterior fascia and soffit were found to be present along the rear of the structure. I recommend
that all needed or necessary repairs be applied. Deficiency...Item 4(Picture)
6. Siding and trim work to include the garage door trimmers were found to be damaged and in need of
repair/replacement. I recommend that these members be properly repaired and/or replaced as needed.
Deficiency....Item 5(Picture)

F.

Ceilings and Floors
Inspected, Deficient
These areas were inspected with FLIR thermal imaging equipment and no evidence of excessive energy loss or
active moisture was noted during the course of this evaluation.
The following defects were noted
1. Settlement cracking was found to be present within the ceiling area along the false beam and rafter area
leading into the dining room/kitchen. These cracks appear to be cosmetic in nature and appear to be from
routine settlement. I recommend that they be monitored and all needed or necessary corrections be applied.
Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)
2. Sheet rock cracks were found to be present within the ceiling area within the garage. This is not uncommon
as moisture changes within this area are routine. This area is not climatized and therefore subject to
moisture and temperature changes which allow for expansion and contraction and cracks to form.
Deficiency....
3. Water staining was found to be present in one of the two master closets and in the rear bedroom area. The
stains were tested with a moisture meter and moisture levels were found to be normal or 00. I recommend
that all needed or necessary repairs be applied. Deficiency...Item 2(Picture)

G.

Doors (Interior and Exterior)
Inspected, Deficient
These areas were inspected with FLIR thermal imaging equipment and no evidence of excessive energy loss or
active moisture was noted during this evaluation. Additionally, we checked around all door openings with a moisture
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meter, and found no evidence of elevated moisture at the time of the inspection. A vulnerability to water penetration
was observed at penetrations/openings through the exterior building envelope, and it is recommended that all
penetrations/openings be sealed against water penetration.
The following defects were noted
1. The main entry door to the residence was found to have damage due to weather. Paint associated with this
door unit is starting to crack and openings within the finish were found to be present. It should be noted that
paint is a consumable and over time it will need to be redone or replaced. I recommend that all necessary or
needed repairs be applied and that this unit be repainted to the color of your choice. Deficiency...Item 1
(Picture)
2. The side entry door to the garage (left side) was found to have extensive water damage at both the left and
right hand sides of the door jamb. This unit will be a candidate for replacement and it is strongly
recommended that some form of water break be installed on the roof line above this door. This water break
should help shed water to the left and right of the unit and limit damage as it appears that water is splashing
back up on this area due to excessive water runoff. Deficiency...Item 2(Picture)
3. Baseboard along the interior side of the garage wall shows significant evidence of water damage. This
baseboard tested negative for excessive moisture at the time of this evaluation. However, this is evidence in
support of comment number two within the section. I recommend all needed or necessary repairs be applied
and it should be noted that prolonged exposure to moisture within these areas may allow for fungal growth
that cannot be seen or tested for within the course of a normal property inspection. I recommend that all
needed or necessary repairs be applied. Deficiency...Item 3(Picture)
4. Doorstops in two or more locations throughout the residence were found to be missing. I recommend that
doorstops be reestablished as they are intended to protect walls from damage. Deficiency...Item 4(Picture)
5. Evidence of moisture was noted at the wood members at sliding glass doors. This discoloration is most likely
from sweating due to the aluminum door frame and normal use during wet times. I recommend that these
areas be considered for refinishing and all needed or necessary repairs be applied. Deficiency...Item 5
(Picture)
6. The attic access in the secondary bathroom at the front of the house was found to be in need of repair. The
ladder associated with this unit is overextended and the attic access door is in need of insulation. It should
be noted that these areas can be some of the largest heating and cooling losses within the structure.
Therefore insulation of some form is recommended. Deficiency....Item 6(Picture)
7. Limited access is available leading into the attic space overtop of the secondary bathroom at the front of the
residence. While this is a design issue and was most likely not an issue at the time that this house was
constructed, it should be noted that the attic stair transitions into the roof line and does not provide the
necessary access by today's current code. It is also important to note that due to the design no effective
repairs are recommended at this time. Item 7(Picture)
8. The attic access unit at the rear of the residence in the hallway is in need of repair. This unit has hardware
(nuts and bolts) which are loose and are in need of general servicing or tightening. Deficiency....Item 8
(Picture)
9. The rear attic access is in need of insulation as well. I recommend that this unit be properly insulated as this
can be one of the largest sources of heating and cooling loss within the structure. Deficiency....Item 9
(Picture)
10. Double doors in the hallway area at the rear the residence were found to be missing door hardware.
Deficiency....Item 10(Picture)
H.

Windows
Inspected, Deficient
These areas were inspected with FLIR thermal imaging equipment and no evidence of excessive energy loss or
active moisture was noted during this evaluation. Additionally,we checked around all window openings with a
moisture meter, and found no evidence of elevated moisture at the time of the inspection.
Windows associated with this residence are aged aluminum framed units. At the time of this evaluation window
units were in need of cleaning throughout. I recommend that these units be properly cleaned and then reevaluated
for possible defects that could not be seen during the course of this inspection.
The following defects were noted
1. Water staining was noted in one or more window locations throughout the residence. The staining is
common with aluminum frame windows as they sweat and in doing so moisture condensates on the interior
side of the window frame and stains wood members. I recommend that all needed or necessary repairs be
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applied to wood members and that they be properly sealed to eliminate any further damage.
Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)
J.

Fireplaces and Chimneys
Inspected, Deficient
1. Residence was found to have a wood burning fireplace with an LP gas log starter. This unit has been
converted for fire logs. At the time of this inspection the remote would not operate the internal unit within the
fireplace. I recommend that this unit be evaluated for repair and that all needed or necessary repairs be
applied. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)

L.

Other
Inspected, Deficient
1. Fencing between the units at the rear left side of the structure was found to have significant moisture
damage due to the above gutter. This section of fencing will be a candidate for repair or replacement.
Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)
2. There is a waterfall/fishpond in the atrium area that was not tested for operation as it does not appear to be
functional. I recommend that this unit be made operational and then reevaluated for possible defects.
Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
3. Fungal growth/vines were found to be present on the left-hand side of the structure between the two units. I
recommend these vines be removed as overtime they may damage the veneer of the brick and/or exterior
finishes. Additionally, these vines are a haven for unwanted pests. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)
4. Cabinetry in the master bathroom was found to be missing cabinet pulls at several locations. While the
hardware is still present the actual knob has been removed. Deficiency....Item 4(Picture)

II. Electrical Systems
A.

Service Entrance and Panels
Inspected, Deficient
FYI - Crazy Ants are known by other names such as Texas Crazy Ants or Crazy Raspberry Ants and they have
moved into the Houston area in a very big way. This ant will travel long distances to food sources looking for trash,
food, wastes, and seeds. They live in trash, soil, and any somewhat protected area and may not be susceptible to
traditional ant baits or pest control methods. While preferring a warmer, moister environment, this ant is very
adaptable and durable adjusting to its surroundings. These zig zagging insects seem to like electronics including
computers, wiring, and electrical boxes, and of course, causing destruction everywhere not limiting it to loss of
electrical power. According to Computer World Magazine "even the Johnson Space Center has called in
extermination experts to keep the pests out of their sensitive and critical systems." It has also been noted that
radios and even vehicles have been taken out by these enemies. At the time of this inspection J LaRue Services
did not find any indications of this pest. However, this pest may appear and may require treatment. J LaRue
Services is not a pest control company. J LaRue Services does inspect the main electrical panel and outlets in
several locations; however, our company does not access every area that these pests can hide. To do this would
require an inspection which is beyond that of the normal property inspection.
The main panel box for this residence was found to be present at the rear wall of the garage. This panel box was
found to have a 200 amp main breaker with aluminum entries and copper distribution throughout the residence.
The following defects were noted
1. The main entry to the electrical panel is aluminum wiring. While this is common practice it should be noted
that these wires are in need of anti-oxidation paste at the point where they tie into the breaker panel. This
paste is intended to prevent corrosion or oxidation of aluminum wiring at these connection points.
Deficiency.....Item 1(Picture)
2. Lent and other debris were found to be present within the main breaker panel. Lent is due to the fact that the
dryer is venting into the garage and for this reason I'm recommending that the panel be properly serviced
and cleaned as this could be a potential hazard. Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
3. The main breaker panel in support of the residence was found to be void of proper labeling. I recommend
that the breaker panel be properly labeled as this is a safety issue. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)

B.

Branch Circuits, Connected Devices and Fixtures
Inspected, Deficient
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1. At the time of this evaluation 120 V outlets within the wet areas at countertops within the bathrooms were
found not to be GFCI protected. While this is a current code requirement that was not in place at the time
that this residence was built, it is strongly recommended that these areas be updated to meet today's current
code requirements as this is a safety issue. Deficiency...
E3902.1 Bathroom receptacles. All 125-volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles installed in bathrooms
shall have ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.
2. The 120 V outlets in support of the kitchen countertop area were found to be void of GFCI protection. It
should be noted that this residence was built to the code at the time and it is strongly recommended that
updates be considered within this area as this is a safety issue. Deficiency....
E3902.6 Kitchen receptacles . All 125-volt, single-phase, 15-and 20-ampere receptacles that serve countertop
surfaces shall have ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.
3. Utility room outlets were found to be void of GFCI protection at time of this evaluation. Deficiency....
E3902.7 Laundry, utility, and bar sink receptacles. All 125-volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles
that are located within 6 feet (1829 mm) of the outside edge of a laundry, utility or wet bar sink shall have groundfault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel. Receptacle outlets shall not be installed in a face-up position in the
work surfaces or countertops.
4. Garage 120 V outlets to include ceiling outlets were found not to be GFCI protected. Deficiency....
E3902.2 Garage and accessory building receptacles. All 125-volt, single-phase, 15- or 20-ampere receptacles
installed in garages and grade-level portions of unfinished accessory buildings used for storage or work areas shall
have ground fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.
5. Exterior 120 V outlets were found to be void of GFCI protection. Additionally these outlets are in need of
updating to the new weather cover. This weather cover provides a more secure and sealed atmosphere for
these outlets limiting moisture. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)
E3902.3 Outdoor receptacles. All 125-volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles installed outdoors shall
have ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.
6. Under-cabinet lighting within the kitchen area was found to be in need of evaluation for repair. This lighting
had sections which were inoperative and one section was found to be intermittent. Deficiency....
7. Lighting in support of closets throughout the residence were found to have open bulbs. Exposed bulbs do not
meet today's current code requirements and it is recommended that these fixtures be updated. Deficiency....
E4003.12 Luminaires in clothes closets. For the purposes of this section, storage space shall be defined as a
volume bounded by the sides and back closet walls and planes extending from the closet floor vertically to a height
of 6 feet (1829 mm) or the highest clothes-hanging rod and parallel to the walls at a horizontal distance of 24 inches
(610 mm) from the sides and back of the closet walls respectively, and continuing vertically to the closet ceiling
parallel to the walls at a horizontal distance of 12 inches (305 mm) or the width of the shelf, whichever is greater.
For a closet that permits access to both sides of a hanging rod, the storage space shall include the volume below
the highest rod extending 12 inches (305 mm) on either side of the rod on a plane horizontal to the floor extending
the entire length of the rod (see Figure E4003.12). The types of luminaires installed in clothes closets shall be
limited to surface-mounted or recessed incandescent luminaires with completely enclosed lamps, surface-mounted
or recessed fluorescent luminaires, and surface-mounted fluorescent or LED luminaires identified as suitable for
installation within the storage area. Incandescent luminaires with open or partially enclosed lamps and pendant
luminaires or lamp-holders shall be prohibited. The minimum clearance between luminaires installed in clothes
closets and the nearest point of a storage area shall be as follows:
1. Surface-mounted incandescent or LED luminaires with a completely enclosed light source shall be installed on
the wall above the door or on the ceiling, provided that there is a minimum clearance of 12 inches (305 mm)
between the fixture and the nearest point of a storage space.
2. Surface-mounted fluorescent luminaires shall be installed on the wall above the door or on the ceiling, provided
that there is a minimum clearance of 6 inches (152 mm).
3. Recessed incandescent luminaires or LED luminaires with a completely enclosed light source shall be installed in
the wall or the ceiling provided that there is a minimum clearance of 6 inches (152 mm).www
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9. One or more 120 V outlets throughout the residence were found to be missing cover plates.
Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
10. Dimmers and switches in one or more locations throughout the residence were found to be missing cover
plates. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)
11. Recessed canned lighting within the attic space was found to have insulation which is directly in contact with
these canned lights. These lights did not have the markings necessary for direct contact. I recommend that
the insulation in support of these lights be pulled away to prevent overheating. Deficiency...Item 4(Picture)
12. An extension cord is being used for permanent power within the attic space. I recommend that this be
corrected as extension cords are not intended to be used in a permanent power situation. Deficiency....Item
5(Picture)
13. Romex wiring was found to be present at the step out area in the attic space in support of the HVAC unit in
the hall. This wiring should be protected by either conduit or structure to prevent the possibility of damage
due to traffic within this area. Deficiency....Item 6(Picture)
14. Smoke detectors are needed in bedrooms and within the common areas throughout the structure.
Deficiency....

III. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
A.

Heating Equipment
Inspected, Deficient
This residence is equipped with two HVAC systems. Due to the overall condition of the systems I'm
recommending that they be evaluated by a qualified HVAC technician and all needed or necessary repairs
be applied. It should be noted that both the heating and cooling systems are in need of evaluation and
repair.
The following defects were noted
1. A proper walkway is needed in support of the HVAC system at the front of the residence. Deficiency....Item 1
(Picture)
2. Trash and debris (tape backing) were found to be present in front of the HVAC unit in the front of the
residence. This would suggest that recent repair or work has been done on this unit. Deficiency....Item 2
(Picture)
3. The vent stack in support of the HVAC unit at the front of the residence was found to be void of strapping
where it transitions to the roof line. The strapping is necessary to prevent the vent pipe from becoming in
contact with combustibles. Additionally, this is the old style roof jack/vent pipe which does not allow the
minimum transition above the roof line. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)
4. The HVAC/heater at the rear of the residence was found to be inoperative. This unit was cycled twice and
went through startup but would not fire or come on. Deficiency....Item 4(Picture)
5. The vent stack in support of the rear heater/HVAC unit was found to be in direct contact with combustibles
(roof decking). Additionally, this vent pipe was found to be void of the necessary strapping which is intended
to keep it from becoming in contact with combustibles. Deficiency....Item 5(Picture)

B.

Cooling Equipment
Inspected, Deficient
The A/Cs were not tested for proper operation due to the outside air temperature being 65 degrees or less.
We did not inspect these units.
1. The exterior condenser at the rear left side of the property was found to be in direct contact with the adjacent
structure. Most manufacturers have a minimum obstruction clearance around condensers. This clearance is
intended to provide the unit with the necessary airflow. I recommend that these units be evaluated by a
qualified HVAC technician and all needed or necessary repairs be applied. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)
2. Both exterior condensers were found to have supply and discharge lines that are in need of raising as they
are in the soil or dirt. Additionally insulation on these lines is in need of repair or replacement.
Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
3. Old unused copper line should be cut off at the exterior wall. Additionally penetrations through the exterior
wall should be properly sealed to prevent the possibility of unwanted infestation of pests or other insects.
Deficiency...Item 3(Picture)
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4. The condenser at the front left of the residence was found to be in need of additional support. This unit was
easily rocked. Deficiency....Item 4(Picture)
5. Discharge piping for the coil in the attic at the rear of the residence was found to have water staining at an
elbow. I recommend that this piping be properly insulated and that this section of pipe be inspected for
possible leaks. Deficiency....Item 5(Picture)
C.

Duct Systems, Chases and Vents
Inspected, Deficient
1. The return air grill located in the living room area was found to be in need of repair or replacement as the grill
itself is bent. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)
2. Ductwork in the front attic space was found to be down on ceiling joists. I recommend that these ducts be
properly secured or suspended. Additionally, thermal imaging equipment showed evidence of leaks at
transition points. Deficiency...Item 2(Picture)
3. Ductwork at the rear attic was found to be in direct contact with ceiling joists. Ductwork within this area is in
need of strapping and raising. Additionally it should be noted that this is older ducting as it is the gray vinyl
exterior and some ductwork showed evidence of collapsing. These sections need to be evaluated for repair
or replacement. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture) - Item 4(Picture)

IV. Plumbing System
A.

Plumbing Supply, Distribution System and Fixtures
Inspected, Deficient
(1) This residence is equipped with Galvanized piping.
What Is Galvanized Pipe?
Galvanized steel pipe is a strong plumbing or tubing material that resists corrosion from exposure to water or the
elements. It is used for water supply pipes or as a strong tubing for outdoor applications. Galvanized pipe has been
coated with a layer of zinc. The zinc provides a barrier against corrosion so that the pipe may be exposed to the
outdoor environmental elements. The protective barrier proves equally effective against damage from indoor
humidity. This type of pipe is used in a variety of settings. Until about 30 years ago, galvanized steel was utilized for
water supply pipes in construction. It is used in outdoor applications wherever the strength of steel is desired, such
as fence posts and rails, scaffolding, and as protective railings.
Problems Associated with Galvanized Piping.
When used as water pipe, the zinc barrier coating tends to react to the minerals in the water, often causing plaque
to build up inside of the pipe. This impedes the water flow and, in severe cases, may lead to burst pipes.
Galvanized piping is connected with threaded fittings that may also introduce leaks into the plumbing if not properly
fitted.
(2)
At the time of this evaluation no active leaks were found to be present within the galvanized piping throughout this
residence. It should be noted that only those sections of piping which were visibly available for inspection were
evaluated during the course of this inspection.
The following defects were noted
1. Exterior hose bibs were found to be missing anti-siphon valves and are in need of insulation at all locations.
Deficiency.... Item 1(Picture)
2. The master bath tub spout was found to be significantly corroded and the finish on the valve handles are
aged. These items will be candidates for replacement or repair. Deficiency....Item 2(Picture)
3. Master bathroom vanity on the right-hand side was found to have low water pressure. I recommend that this
fixture be cleaned and serviced and rechecked for proper pressure. Deficiency.....Item 3(Picture)
4. Exposed water piping was found to be present on the exterior rear of the residence. This water piping is in
support of a sink which has been installed in the garage. This installation lacks skilled craftsmanship and I
recommend that it be reconsidered in its configuration. Deficiency...Item 4(Picture)
5. Water piping within the atrium/solarium area extends out and around the corner of the wall leading to the
rear walkway area. This piping is cantilevered and unsupported and un-insulated. I recommend that
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consideration be made into shortening and re-positioning this water piping as it is easily damaged.
Deficiency....Item 5(Picture)
B.

Drains, Waste and Vents
Inspected, Deficient
1. The master bathtub was found to have a slow drain. I recommend that this drain be properly cleaned and
then retested for proper operation. Deficiency....

C.

Water Heating Equipment
Inspected, Deficient
The water heater is an older unit and may be nearing the end of its life span as it appears that it was built at or
around 2000.
The following defects were noted
1. Water heater located in the garage was found to be void of a sediment T at the gas line leading into the unit.
Deficiency...Item 2(Picture)
G2419.4 (408.4) Sediment trap. Where a sediment trap is not incorporated as part of the appliance, a sediment
trap shall be installed downstream of the appliance shutoff valve as close to the inlet of the appliance as practical.
The sediment trap shall be either a tee fitting having a capped nipple of any length installed vertically in the bottommost opening of the tee or other device approved as an effective sediment trap. Illuminating appliances, ranges,
clothes dryers and outdoor grills need not be so equipped.
2. The overflow pan in support of the water heater was found to be in need of the discharge line. Deficiency...
P2801.5.2 Pan drain termination. The pan drain shall extend full-size and terminate over a suitably located
indirect waste receptor or shall extend to the exterior of the building and terminate not less than 6 inches (152 mm)
and not more than 24 inches (610 mm) above the adjacent ground.
3. Limited support was found to be present beneath the water heater stand. I recommend that this be corrected
as additional support within this area is needed. Deficiency....Item 3(Picture)

V. Appliances
D.

Ranges, Cooktops and Ovens
Inspected, Deficient
1. The unit was set at 350° and tested after 45 minutes of operation. The maximum temperature achieved was
253°. This unit is significantly off temperature and is in need of repair or replacement. Deficiency....Item 1
(Picture)

E.

Microwave Ovens
Inspected, Deficient
1. The unit was found to be operational at the time of this inspection. However, some controls were found to be
aged and intermittent. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)

G.

Garage Door Operator(s)
Inspected, Deficient
1. The garage door opener was found to drag slightly at both opening and closing of the unit. I recommend that
this unit be evaluated for repair. Deficiency....Item 1(Picture)

H.

Dryer Exhaust System
Inspected, Deficient
1. Item 1(Picture) The dryer is discharging into the garage space. It is recommended that a proper catch or lint
box be installed as currently lint is migrating through the garage into places like electrical outlets and the
main breaker panel. Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)

I.

Other
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Inspected, Deficient
1. An icemaker was found to be present within the bar area. At the time this inspection the unit was turned off
and therefore must be assumed to be inoperative. Deficiency...Item 1(Picture)
2. The refrigerator was found to be aged but operational. All door functions were found to be working and at the
time of this evaluation the unit was producing ice. This unit is in need of proper cleaning. Deficiency...Item 2
(Picture)
The kitchen was found to have a trash compactor which was operational at the time of this inspection. It should be
noted that this is an older unit and therefore may be nearing the end of its operational lifespan.

VII. Landscape Irrigation (Sprinkler) Systems
A.

Sprinkler Operation
Inspected, Deficient
Remnants of the sprinkler system was found to be present in several locations around the residence. This system is
in need of evaluation by a qualified irrigator as no vacuum break was found to be present and no controller. This
appears to be a homeowner installed system within the atrium/solarium. Deficiency....

Home inspectors are not required to report on the following: Life expectancy of any component or system; The causes of the
need for a repair; The methods, materials, and costs of corrections; The suitability of the property for any specialized use;
Compliance or non-compliance with codes, ordinances, statutes, regulatory requirements or restrictions; The market value
of the property or its marketability; The advisability or inadvisability of purchase of the property; Any component or system
that was not observed; The presence or absence of pests such as wood damaging organisms, rodents, or insects; or
Cosmetic items, underground items, or items not permanently installed. Home inspectors are not required to: Offer
warranties or guarantees of any kind; Calculate the strength, adequacy, or efficiency of any system or component; Enter any
area or perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be dangerous to the home inspector or
other persons; Operate any system or component that is shut down or otherwise inoperable; Operate any system or
component that does not respond to normal operating controls; Disturb insulation, move personal items, panels, furniture,
equipment, plant life, soil, snow, ice, or debris that obstructs access or visibility; Determine the presence or absence of any
suspected adverse environmental condition or hazardous substance, including but not limited to mold, toxins, carcinogens,
noise, contaminants in the building or in soil, water, and air; Determine the effectiveness of any system installed to control or
remove suspected hazardous substances; Predict future condition, including but not limited to failure of components; Since
this report is provided for the specific benefit of the customer(s), secondary readers of this information should hire a licensed
inspector to perform an inspection to meet their specific needs and to obtain current information concerning this property.
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